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Omega's Embrace: M/M Gay Shifter
Mpreg Romance (Anima Sanator
Book 2)

His mate in jail. A rogue dragon shifter on the loose. An unexpected threat to his new, fragile
pregnancy.As if mating an overprotective Alpha and fending of rogue dragon shifters wasn't enough
stress, Omega wolf Dilyn learns he is a rare breed of Omega capable of conceiving a child. Learns
the hard way- since he discovers he is pregnant. In for a penny, in for a pound, right? Gwyr is
delighted, of course, but then Gwyr doesn't see anything wrong with keeping Dilyn locked in the
house with a newly Turned, almost loup young wolf and an antagonistic Beta. And if the idea was to
keep him safe- epic fail. It only makes him a sitting duck for the very same dragon shifter he
poisoned in self-defense. And a curiosity for a human bent on running the Aldan pack out of town...
and when he learns Dilyn is pregnant, his dislike of all things shifter takes a frightening new
angle.This 25K werewolf M/M gay shifter mpreg romance is 2nd in a 3 part series. It is best to read
#1, Omega's Touch, prior to reading Omega's Embrace. If you enjoy steamy paranormal adventure,
fated mates and neighborly conflict, you'll enjoy this series. This installment does end with a
cliffhanger. Sorry. The conclusion will be out late January/early February.For a steamy, heartfelt
romance, download your copy now.
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Lots of material covered in this one! A bridge book between the first (excellent) and the last (can't
wait for it to come out), this one covers the beginnings of Dilyn's pregnancy, more dealings with
Andre the ass, threats from the human bureaucracy, threats from the dragons, issues with Tanner,
sexy time with the mates, and MORE! Dilyn's such a spitfire that his character is so much fun and
he now turns that humor on his pregnancy. Gwyr and Dilyn have vastly different views on how much
protection, coddling, and sheltering Dilyn should have (and the pregnancy isn't helping). I enjoy that
we can see both sides of the argument from the way it's presented here. I see lots of room for other
side stories--is there some backstory on why Pylades is so in need of anger management? The one
thing marring the story is the issue with proofing/copyediting. The content editing is great but there
are some problems with things like "titling" being substituted for "tilting".*A free copy of this book
was provided in exchange for an honest review*

Ugh I'm kinda frustrated right now. I was all in, totally immersed in the story and the book ended,
cliffhanger. The authors apology at the end was cute but I'm really ready to read the rest of the
story. I really like this story, I feel like a lot of the characters are hiding something. I believe that
there's a lot going on behind the scene that Dilyn and Gwyr no nothing about. And I'm really waiting
on Gwyr to put Drei in his place before Dilyn rips him a new one. If you don't like cliffhangers I
recommend waiting until the next book comes out or until the series is finished but I do recommend
reading it.

Omega's Embrace revisits two of my fave characters Alpha Gwyr and Omega Dilyn I really enjoyed
their story and chemistry in Omega's Touch now they are back This story picks up where the last
book left off with Dilyn pregnant and still sassy Tanner dealing with dragon fire Pylades is still
dealing with anger management and Gwyr has to deal with dragons,and the town trying to take his
land all in all it was an enjoyable read and funny I love a book that can get you laughing at the
humorous situations I recieved this copy as an ARC in return for an honest review

I received this book in exchange for an honest review. I loved this book once again you get to be
entertained by Dilyn and his adorably snarky attitude. Gwyr is still the stoic alpha coping with his
bratty omega. The surprise in the is book was Pylades, I loved him and hope to see more of him in
future books. Now down to business, the characters are moderately developed, there could be a
little more depth to them. The plot is even paced with a few twists. The book end in a cliff hanger

which I'll forgive the author for this time..

This was a good continuation from the first book. Dilyn learns more about just how rare of an
Omega he is and Gwyr tries not be a complete alpha but try to allow Dilyn to be his own person.
While trying to be supportive of his mate Gwyr still must deal with the dragons as well as the
humans in the town who are trying their hardest to drive the shifters out while trying to steal their
lands. Another good story.

It's fun to read how Gwyr's tries to keep up with Dilyn. They balance each other very well. It looks
like they'll need it since they have enemies on two sides and a baby on the way. I like how they
question why humans have such a problem with gay couples. It's a reminder of what's going on in
the real world.

I read Book 1 in a collection and wasn't able to give a review. So far this is a good story even with
the cliffhanger and a need for tighter expediting. Characters are well developed and the plot moves
well.
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